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Abstract 

SSYST is a code-system for analysing transient fuel rod behaviour 

under off-normal conditions, developed conjointly by the Institut fur 

Kernenergetik und Energiesysteme (HE), Stuttgart, and Kernforschungs-

zentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) under contract of Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 

(PNS) at KfK. Main differences versus codes with similar applications 

are 

(1) an open-ended modular code organisation, and 

(2) a preference for simple models, wherever possible. 

While the first feature makes SSYST a very flexible tool, «asily 

adapted to changing requirements, the second feature leads to short 

execution times.-The analysis of transient rod behaviour under LOCA 

boundary conditions takes Z mins cpu-tiae (IBM-3033), so that extensive 

parametric studies become possible. 

The paper gives an outline of the overall code organisation and a 

general overview of the physical models implemented. Besides explain

ing the routine application of SSYST in the analysis of loss-of-coolant 

accidents, examples are given of special applications, which have led 

to a satisfactory understanding of the decisive influence of deviations 

from rotational symmetry on the fuel rod perimeter. 

i. Introduction. 

SSTST / 1 , 2 / i s a modular code-system for analysing transient fuel 

rod behaviour, comparable in i t s field of applications to the codes 

FRAP-T / 3 / and MABEL /<•/. SSYST has bean developed conjointly by the 

Institut fur Kernenergetik und Energiesysteme (IKE), Stuttgart, and 

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) under contract of Projekt Nukle

are Sicherheit (PNS) at KfK. The differences between SSYST and the two 

other codes, FRAP-T and MABEL, mainly concern overall code organisa

tion and the degree of detailedness in physical modelling. Starting in 

1974, the development of SSYST led in 1977 to a first version SSYST-1, 

operational both on CDC and IBM computers. In 1979, at KfK an improved 

IBM-version of SSYST-2 became operational, which has been made avail

able to external users in 1981. Additional improvements and extensions 
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are part of the working version of SSYST-3, which will be released in 

1982. Application runs have been performed mainly with SSYST-2 and 

SSYST-3. 

SSYST has been designed for analysing the transient behaviour both 

of single fuel rods under conditions of hypothetical loss-of-coolant 

accidents (LOCA) and of fuel rod simulators used in a number of safety 

research experiments at KfK /5,6,7/. Fig.l shows, as an example, the 

cross section of the REBEKA fuel rod simulator at one axial elevation. 

At another elevation a similar cross section, with other materials and 

dimensions, may appear. To model such simulator, SS7ST describes it as 

a straight stack of axial segments, each of which consists of a set of 

coaxial straight cylinder shells. The same model yields a satisfactory 

description of a deformed fuel rod, consisting at each elevation of 

only 3 material zones. This description may be used, as long as no 

bending or similar asymmetrical deformation occurs. Under some restric

tions, SSYST-2 can also model asymmetrical deformations approximately, 

yielding some very important results (cf. 4.3, 5.3). 

The desire to respond flexibly to changing requirements induced PNS 

to support the development of an open-ended modular code-system, rather 

than a large stand-alone code, for which specifications made initially 

may become very difficult to change at a later stage. Flexibility in 

the specification of geometry is only one aspect. The long-standing 

experience IKE Stuttgart had with a modular code-system RSYST-1 /8/ for 

reactor physics calculations led to a design of the system architect

ure of SSYST along the lines of RSYST-1. This holds, even though in the 

meantime numerous changes have increased considerably performance and 

convenience to the user. 

1. SSYST architecture. 

The basic philosophy of the systems architecture of SSYST is easily 

explained, referring to fig.2. Transient behaviour of a fuel rod in a 

LOCA or a simulator in an experiment is resolved into a sequence of 

time-steps, a typical number being 1000 steps. In each time step the 

changes occurring are treated as a superposition of independent acti

ons. Such actions, which in one time step are treated separately, are 

heat transport, change of the thermal conductance in the gap between 

fuel pellet and cladding, change of internal pressure, deformation of 

the fuel rod, oxidation of Zircaloy cladding, changing boundary condi

tions etc. Provisions have been made to distinguish between a coarser 

grid of macro time-steps used for coupling different physical phenomena 

and finer grids of micro steps used internally in the separate physical 

models. Within each physical model arbitrary integration schemes may be 

operative for one macro time-step, the complex transient involving all 

relevant physical phenomena being treated by explicit integration on 

the macro time-step scale. 
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2.1. Cod* organisation. 

To implement this scheme, the code-system SSYST is organised as fol

lows. A clear distinction is made between program (code) and data. All 

data are kept as standardized data blocks in permanent or temporary 

data bases. The program consists of a nucleus and an arbitrary number 

of so-called modules, which can be linked to the nucleus. The nucleus 

is written in FORTRAN IV with a few subroutines in ASSEMBLER (about 100 

lines of code). All modules consist of FORTRAN subroutines. The modules 

are semi-autonomous programs, each performing a specific task, e.g. 

modelling one of the physical phenomena listed above. No module, excep

ting some weakly integrated programs, reads input of its own. Instead, 

it has to- access the data bases via a small number of coupling subrou

tines, which are part of the nucleus. In the same way results are re

turned to the data bases and thus become accessible to other modules. 

The nucleus performs the task of the data base manager and, in additi

on, it contains the driver program, which controls program execution 

using a low-level user-oriented command language. 

2.2. Command language. 

The basic element of the command language is a fixed format record 

consisting of a keyword, which specifies an action to be performed, and 

a group of S integer parameters, which may be accessed by the module 

involved. If the module needs additional data, they are usually obtain

ed via standard coupling routines in the nucleus, using linked-list 

techniques. Some keywords or modules use follow-up records in specific 

formats as augmentations to the basic command format. 

The keywords of SSYST can be grouped into two categories, the first 

group calling modules which model separate physical phenomena. The se

cond group, identified as auxiliaries in fig.2, activates general pur

pose modules, which perform a large number of administrative and/or nu

merical tasks. Such tasks are the creation, deletion, copying or list

ing of data blocks, performing algebraic transformations on data blocks 

or transformations by integration or call of standard functions. Other 

important tasks implemented by this group of general purpose keywords 

ere logical operations, counting and program loop execuMon. The number 

of keywords in this general-purpose category is about 90, whereas about 

30 keywords are application-oriented, i.e. model physical phenomena. 

2.3. SSYST data blocks. 

Data blocks are standardized and typed, they consist of a fixed for

mat descriptor vector and a variable data section. Main types are: 

(1) Real (integer) matrices (vectors). This block type holds specifica

tions of geometry and material compositions, temperature fields and 

similar data. The convention is to keep data of different physical 

types in separate data blocks. 
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(2) General control blocks containing both integer and real data. They 

are used for general control of program execution and inter-module 

111—inn ii in ion. 

(3) Tables of material properties or similar data. All usual interpola

tion schemes may be salectad. 

(&) Sequences of rnmmanri language records. These SPEICHER-blocks nay be 

activated as macro en—muds and constitute the basic element of 

loop execution in SSTST, used in simulating physical transients. 

2.4. Resulting advantages. 

This code-organisation, fox which a sore detailed description is 

given in /I,1/ , has son* important advantages: 

. Each physical aodel is represented by a separate Module. 

. Interfaces between modules and the system are standardized, typed 

data blocks. 

. As a consequence, any physical phenomenon may be modelled on diffe

rent levels of sophistication, simply by exchanging modules. 

. Each module may be simulated by general-purpose modules, which will 

generate the required constant or time-varying data as output to the 

data bases. 

. The user selects, by normal program input, only those modules which 

be thinks relevant for his problem, avoiding thus costly modelling 

of irrelevant physical phenomena. 

. The open-ended design makes it easy for, the user to include, tempora

rily or permanently, module modifications or complete modules of his 

own, without perturbing the system. 

. It is easy to link stand-alone codes, either by weak integration into 

SSTST or using simple interface routines, which read a suitable in

termediate file from the stand-alone coda and convert its contents to 

standard data block formats. 

. Restart capability is an inherent systems feature, directly related 

to the splitting between code and data. 

2.5. Supporting utilities. 

On the other hand, this flexibility introduces also soma inconveni

ences for the user. Every new user needs a few days of instruction to 

become familiar with SSTST conventions. The input for a typical appli

cation run is voluminous, consisting of between a few hundred and one 

thousand records (cards). Without some additional support, even an ex

perienced user has difficulties in writing or checking new input decks. 

Modifying input for parametric surveys usually necessitates identical 

or related changes at several positions of the input. 

To assist the user in parametric surveys, a support module VAEIO /2/ 

is available under SSYST-2, which processes free-formated and symbolic 

input to modify ready-made master input decks. Such masters are avail-
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able for a number of standard applications. Each master nay be consi

dered a virtual SSYST implementation of a stand-alone coda, the user's 

actios being reduced to chat for typical stand-alone codas. 

Undar SSYST-3 a preprocessor program PREPRO /9/ is supplied with the 

additional capabilities of checking globally complete input decks and 

aiding in specifying loader instructions. 

3. LOCA analysis with SSYST. 

Figs. 2-4 demonstrate the application of SSYST-2 to the analysis of 

a single fuel rod undar the conditions of a hypothetical LOCA. The flow 

diagram of fig.2 shows that the initial steady-state conditions for the 

fuel rod may be supplied by the code COMETHE III-J /10/, which at KfK 

has been loosely linked to SSYST (COMETHE is a proprietary coda, not 

part of the SSYST package). The rest of initialization is done by gene

ral purpose nodules and a first step in the SSYST run to bring tempera

ture distribution, pressure etc. to steady-state equilibrium. 

During the blow-down phase of the LOCA, transient boundary conditi

ons are provided from RELAP4/M0D6 /ll/. By some minor modifications the 

RELAP4 edit package has been enabled to process its plot-restart file 

into as interface file, which is read by the interface module BEL-BIB 

of SSYST-2. An identically structured interface file can also be easily 

obtained from other primary systems codes. 

Similar boundary conditions for the refill-flood phases are provided 

by the weakly integrated SSYST-modules WAX /12/ or RE7L0S ,'13/. 

With boundary conditions supplied during the whole transient, fully 

integrated SSYST-modules model the transient behaviour of the fuel rod 

is all 3 phases (blow-down, refill, flooding) of a LOCA. General pur

pose (auxiliary) modules are extensively used throughout the transient, 

e.g. for writing a plot file, and for the final evaluation. 

3.1. Coupling a primary systems code to SSYST. 

la fig.3 coupling between BXLAP4 and SSYST is demonstrated in some 

mora detail. In a first step a primary systems analysis is performed 

for the blow-down phase, using a global thermohydraulics model of the 

core. In step"2 plenum transient pressure p(t) and enthalpy h(t) from 

step 1 are used a* boundary conditions for a single channel analysis 

with RELAP4, which models a selected coolant channel is more detail. 

Typically for LOCA analysis, this is a channel in-the peak power or 

other sensitive area. 

The RELAP4 plot-restart file from step 2 is processed in a RELAP4 

adit run to yield the interface file for SSYST, containing transient 

boundary conditions for a number of axial nodes of the rod. The number 

22 used in fig.3 is arbitrary, but representative. The boundary condi

tions normally needed are the temperature of the coolant T (t), the 

clad-to-coolant heat transfer coefficient HTC(t), both required by the 
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heat transport modules, and the pressure p(r) is the coolant that con

tributes to cladding deformation. In addition, the normalized transient 

decay power is passed from RELAP4 to SSYST. 

3.2. Sample case, performance. 

Fig.4 is a plot obtained from such a LOCA simulation. The upper 

carve (left scale) shows the cladding temperature at a mid-plane posi

tion of a highly rated fuel rod. For a shcrt time, during blow-down, 

it exceeds 1200 K, reaching a second aaximum of 1050 R during the re

fill-flooding phase. Almost all rod deformation (lower curve, right 

scale) occurs in the second heat-up phase, the small kink at the cross

over of the curves is due to shrinking at quench time. 

The complete simulation of a LOCA by SSYST-2 takes about 2 miss cpu-

time on an IBM-3033 computer. Of course, this does not include the 

RELAP4 runs. But these are usually done only once, the RELAP4 output 

serving for many subsequent SSYST runs, e.g. in a parametric survey. 

The very favourable execution speed is achieved partly by code 

features listed previously, partly by details of the systems implemen

tation, which were introduced with version SSYST-2 and decreased sys

tems overhead drastically. Finally, in modelling physical phenomena, 

preference was given to efficient algorithms and to simple models, un

der the impression that inevitable uncertainties in the initial and 

boundary conditions would invalidate any more sophisticated approach. 

The open-ended design of SSYST would permit necessary refinements in 

modelling at any later stage. 

4. Physical models is SSYST. 

Is this section the main physical models (modules) will be described 

very briefly. Going into details would be quite possible for some mo

dels, but in other cases description and justification of one model 

would take the space of a separate paper. The authors therefore have 

restricted themselves co give a more general overview. 

4.1. Heat transport. 

Melhods for solving the heat transport equation are well-knows. Of 

some importance for LOCA analysis is the pronounced temperature-depend

ence of the material properties involved. The SSYST library includes 

tables for some standard materials, for which the user can easily sub

stitute tabulations of his own. 

Module ZET-1D. 

ZET-1D solves the transient heat transport equation for a radial grid. 

Neglecting axial heat transport (ID stands for 1-dimensional) is justi

fied in most rod geometries. Under SSYST-2 time-integration uses a 

semi-implicit Crank-Nicholson scheme /1V. Under SSYST-3 the more sta

ble fully implicit scheme is available as a user option. 
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Module SIT-ID. 

STT-1D, available under SSTST-3, is the stationary- supplement to the 

transient 1-dimensional heat transport nodule ZET-1D. This module is 

recommended for calculating pre-LOCA equilibrium conditions. 

Module ZET-2D. 

ZET-2D solves the transient heat transport equation for a 2-dimensio

nal (r,z) grid. This module oust be used, when heat transport in the 

zones of contact between the fuel pellet stack and gas plena of fuel 

rods is relevant. Also for modelling experimental set-ups. In this 

module, time integration uses the Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) 

scheme. 

Module STT-2D. 

STT-2D is the stationary supplement to the transient 2-diaensional heat 

transport module 2ET-2D. The technique of solution is Successive Line 

Over-Relaxation (SLOR). 

4.2. Sap conductance. 

In an open gas-filled gap, e.g. between fuel pellet and Zircaloy 

cladding, radiative heat transport may be important. In all versions of 

SSYST, including. SSYST-3, radiative heat" transport is considered only 

in one, viz. the outermost, gap. This restriction may be removed in 

case of necessity, although it would involve some effort in code reor

ganisation. Two modules are available. 

Module WUEZ.. 

In the case of an open gap, heat̂  conduction in the gases He, Kr and Xe 

and radiation are considered as contributing to overall beat conduct

ance in the gap. The third possible contributor, convective heat trans

port in the gas, is neglected. 

For the closed gap, i.e. contact under pressure between fuel pellet and 

cladding, the familiar Ross-Stoute model /15/ is applied. 

Module URGAP. 

This module is the SSYST implamentation of the gap conductance model 

developed for the URANUS code /16/. While for the open gap physical mo

delling follows essentially the same lines as in WUEZ, the contact case 

is treated differently. Great care has been taken in the mathematical/ 

numerical formulation to avoid any unpbysical discontinuity between the 

conductance computed for a very narrow and the fully closed gap. Thus, 

artificial oscillatory transients, which would be due only to numerical 

affects, are completely avoided. 
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4.3. Internal gas pressure. 

Tlie gas pressure in the gap between fuel pellet and cladding fraa 

one side and the counter pressure in the coolant channel froa the other 

side are the forces which lead to deformation of the cladding during a 

LOCA. While pressure in the coolant channel is one of the transient 

boundary conditions provided by a primary systems code like RELAP4, the 

internal gas pressure is computed by SSYST. Tiro modules are available. 

Module SPAGAD. 

This model assumes, that at any moment gas pressure in the upper and 

lower gas plenum of the rod, in the gap, in dishing volumes and open 

pores are at equilibrium. Global fission gas release is treated by a 

simple correlation 11"/, which considers 3 temperature regions of the 

fuel. Contributors to total gas pressure are primarily the filling gas 

He and the inertial fission products Kr and Xe. Other volatile fission 

products may be included in the calculation, but in most practical 

cases their contribution is neglegible. 

Module PIPKE. 

This model considers mainly the inertial gases He, Kr and Xe as contri

buting to rod internal pressure. The model considers 3 effective rod 

volumina, viz. the upper and the lower gas plenum connected by the gap 

between pellet and cladding, as well as dishing volumes and open pores. 

The pellet-cladding-gap changes form and size during a LOCA transient. 

Gas pressure is treated as a local variable, and streaming between up

per and lower plenum and the gap is modelled. 

4.4. Rod deformation. > 

For the deformation of an axially extended rod with rotational sym

metry the module STADEF is available. Effects of azimuthal asymmetry 

may, for one axial zone, be semi-quantitatively investigated with the 

module AZI (cf. 4.8). A fully 3-dimensional model of cladding deforma

tion is under development at KfK. 

Module STADEF. 

STADEF models the symmetrical deformation of a rod, especially the 

Zircaloy cladding. As for the fuel pellets, only thermal expansion and 

elastic compression are considered. Cladding deformation during con

tact with the pellet is by contact pressure. With an open gap, the 

normal situation in LOCA analysis, radial deformation of the cladding 

is treated by 1-dimensional shell theory. This treatment say, as a user 

option, be extended by including a first order correction for axial 

coupling of the radial deformation at adjacent elevations. 

Very satisfactory numerical performance for this deformation model was 

achieved by explicitly integrating for each time step a creep rata 

expression. The creep rate for each (temperature,stress)-state is ob-
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tained fraa internal cables based an a Norton modal. Details of chis 

NORA nodal, including raeant impro*ements incorporated is SSYST-3 are 

reported in an accompanying paper /IS/. 

Under SSYST-2 the user has to specify a limiting value of strain as a 

'burst criterion' sufficient for practical applications. Under SSYST-3 

a proper burst criterion using a strain fraction rule is included, the 

same applies to the nodule A2I (cf 4.8). For details refer to the ac

companying paper /IB/. 

4.5. Zircaloy oxidation. 

For LOCA analysis and as an evaluation sodel the very elementary and 

conservative module ZIRKOX is appropriate. For more realistic model

ling, valid also at elevated temperatures, a multi*layer oxygen diffu

sion model MCLTRAN, based on the SIMTRAN code /19/, has been developed 

and vill be integrated into SSYST-3 in the very near future. 

Module ZIBXOX. 

The module calculates Zircaloy oxidation, its contribution to the heat 

balance and a correction to the claoNto-coolant heat transfer coeffi

cient. The model assumes oxidation only on the outer cladding surface. 

Cladding is assumed to consist of 2 layers, the outer binding all oxy

gen as ZrO_, the inner layer consisting of the original Zircaloy-4. 

Oxidation rate follows a simple parabolic lav, she parameters of which 

the user may insert from the Baker-Just correlation /20/ or any other 

source. 

4.6. Refill and flooding. 

At KfK, an early version of the coda WAX /12/, developed at KWU, has 

been weakly integrated into SSYST, to obtain boundary conditions for 

the rod models during the refill and flooding phases. These are the 

same boundary conditions as obtained from RELAP4 for the blow-down 

phase, including transient decay power. For a more realistic investi

gation at KxX the flooding cod* REFLOS /13/, obtained from GBS, is 

used. Both codas are not normally distributed with the SSYST-2 source. 

The full integration of the 2-phase flooding code REFLUX /21/, also ob

tained in a version adapted by 6RS, is under way. 

4.7. Hydraulics in the subchannel. 

As was explained, in the analysis of the transient behaviour of fuel 

rods during blow-down we normally rely on transient coolant temperature 

and clad-to-coolant heat transfer coefficients as supplied by a primary 

systems code, e.g. RELAP4. But during the blow-down the heat transfer 

coefficients may be affected by changes in the heat flux, when the 

cladding lifts off from the pallet, an effect not modelled in the pri

mary systems code. This led to the development of the following 

module ZETHTD /22/. 
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This nodule combines the capabilities of the module ZET-1D for transi

ent heat transport in and out of the rod with a simplified computation 

for the enthalpy distribution inside the coolant channel. From the 

axial distribution of enthalpy temperature and heat transfer coeffici

ents are derived. Enthalpy, pressure and mass flow at the channel inlet 

and outlet are taken from RELAP4 as transient boundary conditions. The 

simplifying assumptions for calculating the transient enthalpy distri

bution are: No acceleration of the fluid by pressure gradients or fric

tion, constant mass flow at all elevations. Several integration opti

ons are at the user's disposal. Integration of heat transport in the 

rod and in the channel, instead of coupling independent modules, was 

necessary to overcome numerical instabilities, indicating some limita

tion of the basic modular concept of SSYST. 

4.8. Azimuthal effects. 

Experimental evidence obtained since 1977 /6{ indicated that initi

al azimuthal asymmetries on the cladding surface, caused by eccentric 

position of the pellet, by initial asymmetric cooling, or by variations 

of initial cladding thickness, have a decisive influence on the whole 

deformation transient. By an autocatalytic mechanism an initially hot

ter section of the cladding is strained at a faster rate, stays nearer 

to the pellet, has to pass a higher heat flux than the favoured cooler 

section of the cladding and, thus, increases its temperature at a high

er rate. The requirement to support such qualitative interpretations, at 

least semi-quantitatively, by adequate modelling led to the development 

of the following 

Module AZI. 
a 

This module deviates, as an ad hoc development, to some degree from the 

strictly modular concept of S*SYST. Heat transport, gap conductance, 

cladding deformation, and Zircaloy oxidation are treated by one module. 

It also has to model radiative heat exchange with surrounding rods, 

thus going beyond the single rod analysis usually performed with SSYST. 

So far, the module can treat only .on* selected axial zona, in which the 

most relevant deformation is expected. In order to perform fast compu

tations in deformed spatial grids some efficient approximations had to 

be made, especially in coupling different physical phenomena. These 

simplifications seem justified, as for a concise treatment the most 

crucial parameter, viz. the pellet eccentricity, cannot be known but 

must be supplied as input by the user. Under SSYST-3 a new version of 

AZI is available, which can treat azimuthal variations of the cladding 

thickness. Also the burst criterion mentioned for STADE7 has been im

plemented. 
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4.9. Other modules. 

The application-oriented modules listed give an overview without a 

claim for completeness. Some modules listed in /1,2/ have been left 

out, having become obsolata. Worth mentioning as still active are the 

weakly integrated nodule RIBDTH /23/ for computing the initial fission 

fragment inventory and the nodules RANDM and RAWAK, which have auxili

ary functions in processing transient boundary conditions obtained froa 

RELAP4 or VAK. 

5. Applications. 

SSYST has been applied to recalculate rod simulator experiments con

ducted on the experimental facilities COSIMA /5/ and REBEXA /6/ at KfK. 

In addition, in-pile experiaents performed in the steam loop of the re

actor FR2 at KfK /24/ have been analyzed. These experiaents apply nuc

lear heating and steam cooling to simulate the refill-flooding phase of 

a LOCA, in which rod deformation is expected. 

Finally, an extensive parametric survey /25/ has been conducted on the 

expected fuel rod behaviour under LOCA conditions. These calculations 

have shown that cladding deformation during a hypothetical LOCA is 

highly sensitive 

(a) to details of the Zixcaloy creep model, and 

(b) to local temperature. 

This high temperature sensitivity, for which a large amount of experi

mental evidence exists, leads to an extreme dependence on local power 

and on azimuthal temperature gradients caused either by pellet eccen

tricity and other imperfections of rod geometry or by minor variations 

of the thermal-hydraulics boundary conditions. 

5.1. Recalculation of experiments. 

Fig.5 shows a very favourable case of the recalculation of a FR2 in-

pile experiment. Size, form sad location of the rod deformation are 

modelled quite satisfactorily, indicating the basic correctness of the 

SSYST models. In general, agreement between experiment and calculation 

is seldom as good as here. A more detailed analysis seems to indicate 

that in this special cast*the steep axial profile of boundary conditi

ons in the experiment favoured a nrxrev localisation of maximum strain. 

Under these circumstances also the predictive capability of SSYST seems 

to be satisfactory. 

If, on the other hand, the axial distribution of boundary conditions is 

rather flat, then minor local effects not included in the input data 

may determine the outcome of the experiment. The predictive capability 

of a code like SSYST will not be too good for such a case. 
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5.2. Parametric surveys and probabilistic analysis. 

As in aost practical cases some parameters, to which the transient 

behaviour of fuel rods is very sensitive, cannot be known with suffi

cient precision, one oust have more confidence in results obtained from 

parametric surveys with a code like SSYST than in singular results. One 

obviously reliable result of a parametric survey is shown in fig.7, to 

which we will return (cf. 5.3). 

The initial and boundary conditions for about 250 rods in a fuel 

element have stochastic components. Therefore, after a LOCA a wide dis

tribution of their final deformations is expected. One may expect that 

incoherence in rod deformation will lead to lower degrees of flow re

strictions in rod bundles than if all rods would deform coherently. To 

assess -his feature, a probabilistic LOCA analysis for the most highly 

rated fuel element of a German ?WR was perfomed, using a response 

surface method with Latin Hypercube sampling, multiple linear regres

sion analysis over a set of free ansatz functions, statistical tests 

for -he single rod response approximation and extension to the condi

tions in a bundle ,'25/. Figs.6a,b show probability density functions of 

peak cladding temperature (in the second heat-up phase) and final cir

cumferential strain obtained for plausible distributions of the rele

vant input parameters. The study confirmed the optimistic expectations 

as to the influence of incoherency. Its main results were that 
0 

ta) cladding temperatures will always stay well below 1500 K, and 

(b) significant deformations cannot be excluded. 

But clustering of strongly deformed rods will not suffice to severely 

impede iecay aeat removal after the LOCA. 

The new code-version SSYST-3 -0 be released in 1982 will contain the 

package of statistical routines used for performing this probabilistic 

LOCA analysis for a fuel element. 

5.3. Investigation of azimuthel effects. 

While the work reported in the foregoing paragraph showed that eva

luation of simulated transient fuel rod behaviour, assuming rotational 

symmetry at all rods, leads to positive statements about the long-term 

coo lability of rod bundles after a LOCA, it was of great interest to 

investigate the size and direction of the effects of aziauthal asymme

tries. 

Fig.' demonstrates how total final circumferential strain at burst-

time and final aziauthal temperature difference are correlated, when a 

constant pellet eccentricity in the (0.,1.)-interval is used as a para

meter to classify the computed transients. Most important result of 

this model calculation, which still used a set maximum (local) strain 

co determine the burst point, was that increasing pellet eccentricity 

reduces total final azinuthal strain. Rupture is determined by the lo

cal strain at the hottest point, and this local strain it ouch higher. 
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The experimental points, corresponding to • strips of REBEKA bundle and 

single rod test, are sufficiently near the computed curve to support 

the validity of this model calculation. 

Fig. 8 is the result of a similar calculation performed for REBEKA 3 

with the AZI-module containing the up-to-date NORA creep model and the 

burst criterion of SSYST-3. The fact, that in this case the dependence 

of the final aziauthal temperature difference on the assumed constant 

pellet eccentricity is truly linear, is coincidental. Other cases show 

some curvature. Very significant v»* tf\̂  discovery that the measured 

average strain at the axial lave"', c: mr imum blockage can be reconciled 

only with a very high value of assume, pellet eccentricity. Tentative 

calculations performed for several bundle tests, using the maximum 

value of 1.0 for pellet eccentricity, have been collected into fig.9. 

Although the phenomenon is not yet explained by a quantitative theory, 

the data shown seem to support this finding /26/. 

5.». Feed-back from users. 

Generally, development of the code-system and the physical nodules 

has progressed at satisfactory speed, when there was sufficient feed

back from users. In some cases, somewhat extreme choices of input para

meters in user applications led to the discovery of errors, which would 

have stayed unnoticed in normal code testing. 

More important was the intensive exchange with users, which took 

place in the development of the module AZI. In a similar fashion, the 

improvements introduced into the NORA creep model /IS/ were consider

ably influenced by reports from independent users that the first model 

of NORA, used in SSYST-2, consistently showed Zircaioy to be weaker in 

simulations than in real experiments. In these two cases applications 

of SSYST definitely improved our understanding of the underlying phys

ics and in return influenced modelling in SSYST. 

6. Conclusions, future development. 

SSYST has been shown to be a flexible tool for modelling transient 

fuel rod behaviour under off-normal conditions, which can also be ap

plied to the analysis of safety-related experiments. The agreement be

tween the understanding obtained from experimental evidence and model 

calculations is quite satisfactory. On the other hand, calculational 

accuracy of cladding deformations shows limitations due to considerable 

uncertainties in the initial state and the thermal-hydraulics boundary 

conditions. 

Deviations from rotational symmetry of the fuel rods, which are 

likely to occur always, are difficult to model accurately, although 

calculations with simplified models show good qualitative agreement 

with experimental findings. Most important is that such deviations tend 

to reduce the amount of global rod deformation. Therefore the situation 
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of rotationally symmetric geometry and boundary conditions for tha 

rods, which is the standard casa for codas lika SSYST, is also a worst 

casa, which can always ba us ad as an evaluation nodal, for licansing 

etc. 

We believe, that the models implemented now in SSYST are sufficient 

to assess the impact of a large break LOCA. For the analysis of snail 

break LOCas and experimental set-ups related to this type of accident, 

model improvements and new models of fuel•cladding interaction valid at 

higher temperatures will be needed. In addition, in many applications 

proper 2-phase thermal-hydraulics will be required. Va hope that the 

modular structure of SSYST will enable us to convert gradually the con

tents of our code system in these directions without having to change 

its basic concept. 
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